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Abstract: A psychological approach to international relations covering the following 
topics: Configurative Analysis of the World Value Pyramids; Nations and 
Classes, Symbols of Identification; Balancing of Power, Expectation of 
Violence; War Crisis; Demand for Security; Independence Movements, 
Demand for Equality; Imperialistic Movements, Demand for Supremacy; 
Goods and Services, Effect of Economic Conditions; Migration, Travel and 
Political Attitudes, Role of Primary Contact; New Channels and Attention 
Areas, Role of Secondary Contact; Personality, Culture and Politics, The 
American Case; In Quest of a Myth, The Problem of World Unity

Chapter 1 The Configurative Analysis of the World Value Pyramids:

Political Analysis - “the study of changes in the shape and composition of the value patterns of 
society” p. 3 

• Representative values - “are safety, income and deference”; who gets the most of any 
value? The Elite: How do the elite preserve its ascendancy? “By manipulating symbols, 
controlling supplies and applying violence” p. 3

World Revolutions - “those which inaugurate new principles of elite recruitment and new reigning 
ideologies in the political life of humanity” p. 4

the insecurity level - dictates “the rapidity with which symbols of identification, demand, and 
expectation are adopted” p. 8

Chapter 2 Nations and Classes; The Symbols of Identification

justifying symbols in politics - principle topic of analytical inquiry; questions include: 
• With which acts are particular symbols connected? 
• How are the justifying symbols grouped geographically throughout the world? 
• How are they related to one another and to the whole context of political change? p. 29

“What is it that happens when one person becomes emotionally bound to the symbol of another, or the 
symbol of the collectivity?” 

• “an emotional attachment occurs when the symbol of the other is taken as one means of 
gratifying the affectionate (the libidinal) impulses which are not permitted to exhaust 
themselves in direct and primitive ways upon the object” pp. 35-36

the developmental formula of the political personality: 
p ] d ] r = P so p represents private motives / d displacement on to public objects / r rationalization in 
terms of public interest / P signifies the political man pp. 39-40 

• the d and r are mainly derived from the contact of the personality with secondary group 
symbols
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the modern phenomenon of nationalism - represents a complicated synthesis of religious, 
cultural, state, democratic and allied patterns p. 43

the remodeling of the personality - occurs through identification and varies from minor changes in 
vocabulary to profound redefinitions of career, in which individuals devote themselves to the 
performance of specialized functions in the collective enterprise p. 44


